Well, as we locally fight off 14 inches of snow and 40 mile per hour winds...your magazine is still being produced...wow, huh? Oh yeah, -30 degree chill factors...brrrrrr. Onto something more exciting...like burning old issues for heat!

Its Holiday Season gift buying time! Don't forget that the NRC Publication Center has plenty of items for your DX shack as well as for those DXers, beginners or veterans, on your gift giving list. Send a mint U.S. 22 cent stamp to the Publication Center Address located on the back of this issue and ask for your copy of the latest Catalog of Publications and Products.

The latest listing of reprints is also available from the NRC Publication Center Address. Just drop then a mint U.S. 22 cent stamp and ask!

The 1986 NRC Convention is only 10 months away! It's not too early to start saving your nickels and dimes for the Convention. The location will be around the in the New Castle Delaware area. Exact location, hotel, will be known soon. We're looking for rates around the $36 single $42 double price range. More on this part and the other details later!

Speaking of Conventions, the 1987 NRC Convention will be in Lima, Ohio. It was nice of Fred Vobbe and Bob Walker to volunteer this early. It makes things nice when we can let everyone know well in advance where the Convention will be...beats waiting till the last minute! So, if you think Delaware is too far east than Ohio should be ideal! Maybe for 1988 we'll have Milwaukee for a Convention, hi.

CPC TEST Times listed are Eastern Time

Dec 9 KSLH-1390 Salem, OR 0530-0600 Program will consist of March 4 assorted mx.
Monday Voice & Horse Ids, 5kw N0. Reports to: Mr. David R. Freer, CE, PO Box 631, Salem, OR 97308. Arranged for the NRC by Wayne Heinen with thanks to Bill Moser for the stamps!

Dec 16 KPJM-1370 Grand Forks, ND 0100-, various tones, Reports to: John H. Assen, Monday Technical Director, Box 8116, Grand Forks, ND 58202. Arranged by John Rieger, DX midAMerica Editor.

Just because you don't hear the test doesn't mean you don't have to thank the station for putting on the test. Why not drop the station a postcard and tell them thanks for running the tests? They need the feedback to see if there was anyone listing and to assure them that the test was tried for.

LOOK INSIDE:

2....AM Switch 3....DDXD 9....IDXD
12....Canadian Korner 13....DXCHANGE 14....AFR GRAPH
15....Verification Signers 17.... Musings 24....Your Name

RADIO EARTH CAN BE HEARD on Sundays 1900-2200 UTC on 11790KHz

Listen to KCBJ "DX Partyline", 0230 UTC Saturday night, for the "AM Interlude" Program with Wayne Heinen. Other stations carrying NRC items include Radio Earth, Radio RSA, and KCBJ!
AM SWITCH

Jerry Starr, c/o WHOT Radio, 401 N. Blaine Ave., Youngstown, OH 44505

CALL LETTER CHANGES

Old call: New call:
670 WCBJ FL Miami WFE
860 IIXR TX Conroe WEM
990 WVOG FL Orlando WNMA
1290 WZZU WI Greenfield WNVP

APPLICATIONS FOR NEW STATIONS

890 WA Dublin: 2900 D3 (15000 CH) second application

GRANTS FOR NEW STATIONS

None

APPLICATIONS FROM EXISTING FACILITIES

870 WAIN HI Honolulu: power to 100000/10000 (This is correct as confirmed by the station. It has been returned by the FCC twice already, for obvious reasons)

1400 VDFY NY Dansville: antenna from US to U1

1510 FOGO MO Marshfield: power to 1000

GRANTS TO EXISTING STATIONS

None

OTHERS

550 IUZZ CA Bakersfield: call swap with KAFY-970 expected "around the first of the year"

640 IUUK AK Bethel: has moved here, ex-580

790 IXQR AZ Clovis: is back on the air with adult/standard format

830 IGLR AZ Tucson: requests extension of CP

840 KXKN TX Pharr: requests extension of CP

980 IDWX UT St. George: after years of trying they are finally on this frequency, ex-1450

930 WBGQ IL Sandwich: new station on the air

1010 IQ1Q CA San Francisco: station requests dismissal of their latest fulltime application. Under the Canadian Clear agreement they were given 500 watts at night using the present daytime DA pattern (D7) so they are dropping the formal fulltime application

IRXX OR Milwaukee: requests extension of CP

1170 WBDF KY Junction City: new station on the air

1220 VRUS NY North Syracuse: station told me that the move to 1200 won't take place until next spring or summer

1340 IQIL ID Grand Junction: application to extend CP for move to 1370 kHz was DENIED. I thought members had reported that they had already moved to 1370 but evidently not. Can any BO member check this out.

ADDRESS

720 WMNY GA Hogansville: Box 1114, La Grange, GA 30241

Please excuse this typewriter. The old, trusty IBM issued forth the death smoke when I fired it up so this comes to you from my Brother EM-100. I have never been able to find a daisy wheel font as large as the one usually used for AM Switch, this is the large one I have and it will no doubt be a bit hard to read when reduced to DIX size. Sorry, hopefully next week all will be back to normal....or as normal as it ever gets around here.

73 and Good DX.

Jerry Starr & Buffalo K. Feenman

DOMESTIC DX DIGEST

Dave Schmidt, 42 Cheyney Ave., Castle Hills, New Castle, DE 19720

Here is the NRC column which is almost so exciting as Listeners! When sending your items in, please type or neatly write, one side of the paper, EFT, skip a line or two between items and all that wash. Let's paddle away with this:

**SPECIAL**

WRIN 1560 AM

550 WCKR RI Pawtucket - 11/11 1650 now using this call v/rock oldies, ex-WKNC (MD)

690 EKDU UT St. George - 11/11 1921-2000 very strong v/adult contemporary format, ads, may be commercials, good time.

WASR ID Salina: 11/15 1060 WABC news.

Wasn't expecting the Las Vegas part in ID: (NM-MA)....11/19 0105 ending AI news, ID, phone # for out of state callers, good w/some fading with others still audible in null (NM-MA)....11/18 2055 rerunning P.O. show, quickly lost to WLS: (WNY-MA)....11/18 0110-1055 WABC news, ID, sort of a chicken hearted CHR format, major evenings, mixing w/GSF/Do/Po/ID in AM. (DC-MA) Hey, AL RUSHCON, when is the next WLS silent period? Lots of possibilities here now! (DS)

970 KMTT MT BILLINGS - 11/7 1938 '97 Country ID, CW music, poor w/KMR null. (NS)

11/13 1950 w/KMTT Continuous Country ID w/KMTT as of 11/11 (NM-MA)

1040 KDAO OK PERRY - Per call, ET's to start after 1/1, antenna set up held up due to weather. (JPI-OX)

1070 CBS NB MELBOURNE - 11/9 TJS political convention coverage, still on after being told to pull plug by 1/1. (BC-OX)

1200 KWOX MA FRANKINHAM - Now running 100000/2500 24 hr while new antenna system is under construction, (NS-MA) Per verto, power will be 10000 day/10000 night DA, will not go to 50000. (BC-MA)

1220 KMRD MO CAFB GARY LEG - 11/17 1800 fair but alone w/full ID, ex-KSM (HC-MA)

1450 WKY NY POUGHKEEPSIE - Z90 in Vol 53/95, silent period should be 0100-0600 on SN (Sunday morning). (RGG-MA) As they say, practice makes perfect, can't say I've been practicing much lately! (DS)

1490 CKOI WA ANAHEIM - On since at least Sept. w/Top 40 music, using slogan 'O'Keena Valley Radio', this was my UNID once in 21st column, (MF-OX)

1550 WAPB PA PITTSBURGH - 11/16 1100 this local note here, ex-1540, still daytime, s/off noted at 11/18. (FLA-PA) Ditto, (BA-NY)

**EMERGENCY BROADCASTS**

940 WESA PA CHARLES t - 11/6, 11/7 2000 simulcast w/MG 98 ESM, Penguin hockey on 11/6, ex-11/7 WCCB, 'Your Flood Watch Link', a simulcast w/WWJ. (BC-MA)

1370 WWMX WY FRIST - 11/5 1946 good w/WSPD/WSGI w/flood emergency info, item noted on reduced electricity. (JM-PA)

**DX TESTS**

1370 WNCO MI CANTON - 11/10 0400-0426 fair/good w/code ID's, some music, no voice ID's, s/on or s/off. (Jt-OX) Not heard, to much KSDK/WSYX. (WNY-MA)....11/11 good at time thru WPPD, only noted, (NS) code ID's, (JM-PA) 11/10 0400-0426 fair w/code ID's, (WNY-MA)....11/11 good at time thru WPPD, only noted, (NS) code ID's, (JM-PA) 11/10 0400-0426 poor w/code ID's, lots of WCO/WVOK, no music or voice ID's heard, all FLORENCE here due to closeness. (BC-MA)....11/11 0400-0405 code ID's, (MF-OX) broke thru. (JPI-MA)....Not heard. (WPT-MA)....2222222222 (RAD-PA)

**MIDWAY-MIDWEST**

530 KX ON NORTH DAK - 11/10 2105 good w/code ID NB repeated. (BC-MA)

CYN ON TORONTO - 11/15 1220 fair w/airport terminal info thru notched NB, (RR)

500 WGNX GA GAINESVILLE - 11/17 1858 very good thru way past power cut w/KQK.

680 CNYR NY BONNARD - 11/10 1506 poor w/ID, program promo. (MS-MN)

630 CGBL AR ELMONT - 10/30 1906 good w/KCWS w/ID, (FP-MA)

660 CHWM WI SASKIN - 10/29 good in CML null ID, Top 40 good, ex-1250, has this ID been reported yet? (WNY-MA) Yesaw! (DS)

660 WESC SC GREENVILLE - 11/1 1717-1730 very good in WNC null w/weather, ads, jingle/ID, CW music, short s/off 'the FCC requires us to leave'. (JM-PA)

670 KXNT AR SHERMAN - 11/8 1735-1740 w/KWY w/music, PA, led via ad. (NEK)

690 WCAT PA PHOENIXVILLE - 11/10 1619 Root w/Spanish music, (JM-PA) EI toro Vicius

CJQ-600
**KIMOB**

- **KBWR** NE AINSWORTH - 11/4 0859-0901 of/rear w/ad, ID, hospital report w/admissions or discharges, ad, weather conditions. (WOM-HD) Slow day, eh? WOKK W MILLERING - 11/8 0300 w/favorite 3 songs content. WOK. Don't think any of my favorite songs will fit their format. (JS-CH) Yeah, they haven't been heard in years back. (JS)

- **WOTS** NC SPRUCE PINE - 11/4 1210 w/ads, church news. WOKG usually here. WOKG[B] News at 11 (JS-CH)

- **KNSL** IA SIOUX CITY - 11/4 0420 week w/Continuous Country ID & CVB TT. (KF-44A)

- **UNID** 11/10 0100-0123 2 stations way w/CBO, one w/CX, the other w/o IDs, noted keep check at 0123 and mention of U.S. State, who could they be? (WOKG) WOKG[ND] week likely the (CS-CH)

- **WZMN** NC HAMILTON - 11/3 1150 w/news, ad. WIZZ no place to be heard. Next day was all WITS, alone. (GS)

- **KXVT** VT BRATTLEBORO - 11/11 0100 caught ID, CBG news, was my closest unheard ID, no one there, Chuck (JS)

- **UNID** 11/10 0100 weak in w/o sound of Top 5 USA into a w/o deep. (JS-CH)

- **KQEX** CA FRESNO - 11/7 0633 weak w/KQV ID w/ID in Spanish. (KF-4A)

- **KQND** ND FARGO - 11/3 0400 good w/KQV ID ended, promo for Survival Kit. (KF-4A)

- **KGGD** NY SALAMANCA - 11/20 0130 w/Adam w/COC cash, music, ID at end and off, WOKG muted no sign of WOKG. (KS-DE)

- **WBEX** DE CLEVELAND - Hopkins Int'l Airport, 11/18 0225 w/repeating info, female anchor, call seemed to be KNN 776 or something close. Slightly off freq. from WBEX3 causes a low freq. detem, difficult copy at best. (JS)

**DIAL WHIRLERS**

- **ED-ZX/D** Mikus, Zioville, W/RR2600, LA


- **OC-IL/Don Sheedy, Excelsior, CA/SS999, LA

- **WIND/William C. Moore, Wiser, MD/HC767, Loop KW-FW/Kelsh Ferguson, Issaquah, WA/SS66, WA, TR

- **KW-PA/Harry Hayes, Wilson-MPEC, PA/HC290, PA

- **BC-NU/Bill Allen, Kansas, NJ/SS888, NJ**


- **KC-RL/Robert Kramer/Chicago, IL/HC999, LA, Various Ant's, Filters et al**

- **LW-NF/Laur Clowes, Kingston, NJ/SS888, NJ**

- **JS-OR/Gerry Battery, Hubbard, W/HC160, Loop**


- **TA-PA/Richard D'Angelo, Wyomissing, PA**

- **CS-PA/Christopher Bankind, Hightidelberg, MO/HC400, Wedge Loop**

- **RUGG-PY/Andy Rugg, Nuns Island, PQ/TR**

- **HD-M/Barry Mezz, Lexington, KY**

- **BC-MH/Gene Cottrell, New Tripoli, PA/HC730, Loop**

- **HD-M/Vic DeCicco, Hollis, MA/HC1100, LA**

- **DS-DE/Yr editor**

- **AI-1J/Anyone I forget?**

A nice sized column this week, w/no chuck hutton jokes, either! 73's - Good DX!
FM/AM prohibitions weakened under FCC's proposal to go easy

FROM WIRE REPORTS

Declaring that "FM radio service is now fully covered by the Federal Communications Commission's prohibition..." the new program rules released in 1985 by the Radio Bureau, have been in effect since January 1, 1986. The
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First Solid-State 50 kW Unit on Air

This country's first totally solid-state 50 kW radio transmitter went on the air recently with the installation of a National Model 50 at KBRM-AM in Bismarck, ND.

The new transmitter uses 8K power MOSFET transistors, which were developed five or six years ago to handle power requirements that bipolar transistors could not. The new transistors eliminate secondary breakdown, the focusing effect of bipolar transistors which makes them impossible to use at higher voltages. The new transmitter gives AM 50 kW stations the option of replacing vacuum tube transistors and eliminates worries about replacing tubes or tube decay.

National believes in the only company producing solid-state transistors at high as high as 50 kW. Other companies are making theirs from 10K power range. Several of the higher power transistors were on the air in Canada, but 10K does not have the first station to use a solid-state 50 kW in this country.

DXCHANGE

Russ Edmonds, 753 Valley Road, Blue Bell, PA 19422
Items for sale, trade, wanted, etc.

Hello again! It's time for another edition of DXCHANGE. It looks like a full column this time, so we'll get right into it.

FOR SALE / RECEIPTS

REALISTIC IC-160 s/pkg. Just tuned by Radio West and filtered with transformers. Good ex. $50. (J. R. Hughes, 120 10th Ave, Treasure Island, FL 33706)

IC-2440 (150-1500 kHz) in vg gd condition, no mods. $200. solid state p/p (new) and manuals. Best offer. (George Baitzel, 117 Cambridge Dr, Wilmington, DE 19803; (302) 478-0462)

IC-2530 (190-950 kHz) in vg gd condition, no mods. $100. (George Baitzel, 117 Cambridge Dr, Wilmington, DE 19803; (302) 478-0462)

IC-2 Loop Radio (160-680 kHz) 3 bands, yg gd ex. mod v/ây 69207; built on 1200 solid state p/p - best offer (Baitzel)

R-54 (108-135 kHz) yg gd ex., minor mods, no p/p, w/ tech lit. - best offer (Baitzel)

YAESU FRG-7000 w/ every Radio West mod incl. longwave. Best offer. (G. A. Mitchell, JR., Burlington Rd, Norwoodville, NY 13024; (305) 299-6591)

ICOM R-75: mint v/ box and manual, orig. owner. Precise and selectivity modifications per 8/13/85 EXN. Expendable due to recent purchase of IC-745. $250 incl. U.S. Postage (Bob Gelenker, 44 Cedar Drive, New Hyde Park, NY 11040; (516) 248-6280 PTFMD after 9pm)

DRAKE SSB-4 w/ synchronous, extra xtals, manuals, Radio West selectivity modification and speaker. In gd ex. will pay UP, $250 firm, but if not interested in sale, $40. (Bob Flick, 84 Forest Green Dr, St. Louis, MO 63179; (314) 962-9999, 9-6pm CST, or any reasonable hour weekends)

GEO SUPERADIO II: gd ex., needs some work, $25 + US$ and ins. (Eric Baereman, 836 Lamp Light Lane, Hazelwood, MO 63122)

NATIONAL 10-300 ham rx/rx, needs work, $25 + US$ next day air(shipped). (Eric Baereman)

REALISTIC IC-200 general coverage rx, good ex, $125 + 10 US$. (Baereman)

FOR SALE - ANTENNAS

SPACE MASTS SM-2 Loop. Good ex, works well. Asking $90, will ship UPS. (Rick Krzemien, 1225 Lorraine Dr, Apt. 211, Wheaton, IL 60187-7043; (312) 655-3577 after 9pm CST)

MARTENS LOOP, new, unused. Found another loop which better fit my system. This is the last Martens loop imported by Paul Swearingen. Cost $95 new, will sell for $50 incl. shipping. (Bob Hoffman, 3024 West Ave, Ocean City, NJ 08226)

DYER 44t antennas - 2 of them, used in 1973 and 1980 respectively for 1544 each. Will sell for $300 each. (Edward L. Cummins, 151 Pemberton Dr, Columbus, OH 43221)

FOR SALE - ACCESORIES

PACIFIER IX CONVERTER. Allows reception of LW between 10 and 590 kHz on any rx capable of tuning 500.0 - 540 kHz. Excellent way of getting below the NBF, limited only by the capabilities of the rx you use. $5. (Rick Truax, 303x Gleeon Lane, Jeffersonville, KY 40337; (502) 641-2871)

REALISTIC STEREO EQUALIZER enhances the sound of any stereo considerably. As new, in box w/instr. manual. $65. (Truax)
The following are verbiage from a foreign nature that have been received by Ken Chattebor of Mannville, Alberta, and those who think that get a good world wide collection on B.B. is impossible. I suggest you peruse the following:

The opinions expressed in this column are those of the individual writer and do not necessarily reflect those of the Editors, Publishers, or the National Radio Club, Inc., or its subsidiaries.
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531 Switzerland BBC
559 Finland JODK
594 India All India Radio M.S. Batra Station
595 Malayi Malayi EC Corporation F.T. Kenderi M. 462 South Africa Control Radio Harry Mallakorey Dept
621 Belgium RTBF
623 England BBC-2
639 Japan JODP
702 Philippines RPD
727 Greece Radio Athens
729 South Africa Radio Transvaal and Solicitations to all DX'ers! I am a brand, spackling new DX'er, but I have been a sporadic DX'er for about six months. I am 27, single, and currently looking for work in computers. (12) there any demand for programmers in the broadcast industry? I am not sure, the previous DX'ers who I have talked to (please note, I have not used a "new" radio (a Ballcrafters SX-62, circa 1955), and discovered "alarming" problems. It was my fault I could see a whole club dedicated to a favorite type of DXing. Some of the DXers I have been in contact with have had some trouble with their equipment or the DXing area itself (especially historical) or many into some sites of Seattle-area sites. Those are some of my key interests. Also, I'd like to see more stations profiles of western stations. This is my first season away from the noise of the large cities. So, I've had plenty of time to catch up to about 312 stations. I moved to the present QTH in July. It is 15 miles east of Seattle, and fairly free of interference. Wee better, it is in the near the topmost of the Seattle region, and only KXW-RO, KDHQ-745, KQFS-716, KJFN-990, KOHD-870 has made an appearance, and it poses no threat to SWC or even 5X2C. However, the U.S. "clears" are a mess. For example, KXW and KQFS "safety," my back, reveals KMH-24, KJFR-24, and rarely KWQX-990, but "powermore" KNX or WKNX-990, it's fast running out for 75's and happy DX to all! (Welcome to the growing ranks of Washington DXers contributing to this column, Keith: Muse often)

Richard E. Wood, Ph.D. - P.O. Box 5074 - Hilo, HI 96720 (808) 966-7091

Voxer has started out as the worst DX month since record-keeping June, far better than the four intervening months. Constant low logins from the U.S. mainland, a new Alaskan (KQFW-940) and many new Latin American DXers have come in, and major complaint is a continuing "ch.itude of Europeans, in sharp contrast with this time last year. Still only S&P, Tunisia-1566, and even fewer Africans, with Namibia-7074 vast relented change, especially slow.) I suspect conditions at higher latitudes are being more affected. In the second half of the month, however, the regular "nxer" team of the Chattebor club, on frequencies as low as 860, Argentina, on the other hand, is heard on the higher end, mostly 1250. Even from the U.S., summer-like conditions remain, with W2XK-745 FL at last report. Speaking of FL, this is to report that R. Hunt has not been heard here and to remind DXers that just because it has been much ballyhooed in the DX and general press, an SS with political talk which they hear for S does not necessarily Hunt but, in the world of DX points, quite likely to be Venezuela, Ceylon, and some parts of South America, with some reports of 5X30 from 960 Honduras parallel (badly chosen with Rumbos there). KW-1080 is silent again, and with WA 48100 is also silent, and with WA a mighty powerhouse I keep trying for WTVK. KNK-1170 now in its fourth month of silence. It is entirely clear how well X has been reported. KW, on the other hand, is heard on 1460, it is a small place in northwest windward coast, near Kailua. with 5X2C silence, a new set on the Windward side might have a better chance of succeeding than usual in crowded Daiu market. KJG-740 deteriorated fast, now quite helpless and partially cleaned its signal up, but still musty and produces a harmonious. Several members have asked me to talk more about KWSX DX on this year's Ray Brian Show. I'll do my best, but the key is for you, the listeners, to call in (211) 879-2535, add to speak to me, and ask me to discuss it. Ray runs a tight ship and I can only respond to specific questions and requests, not those on my favorite topics. DXers, let's all support Bill Hale's "Greyspoon DX Achievements" by sending in our scores. But there's a problem of scope or definition. A scientific record
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column ought to feature the maximum distance records for all DXers, regardless of country or club affiliation. One problem is that most of the records published are not the true distance records for the stations in question. For example, 45 North American grayhounds on 1450 MHz are listed in the "Achievements" column. Finally, a few severe storms on 1450 MHz have a few catches of note. 20-25 MHz are also listed in the "Achievements" column. For example, a few severe storms on 1450 MHz have a few catches of note. 20-25 MHz are also listed in the "Achievements" column.

Nancy Hardy - 2301 Pacific Ave. - Aberdeen, WA 98520

Hello from the arrival of our new radio West loop. Last fall had "fixed" the SM-1 and it only tuned above about 700. Sure is nice to be able to DX the lower end of the band again. The only drawback is a local pirate in Hoquiam, KGQ-600. I really don't believe this station is on its run as it is, but I have not heard it on any other days. I have an old survey chart at the local Tape Town and K Mart. The average person would assume it was a "legal" station. Anyone wanting one of their survey charts just send me a $25. I'll be happy to send you one of my old survey charts. Also, I have a few DX reports later in this issue.

Bill Hardy - 2301 Pacific Ave. - Aberdeen, WA 98520

This Pacific. Latest addtion to our DX shack is a new Radio West loop. Nancy and I sold it to buy it after it was bought by a few others. It wouldn't tune below 700 kHz. The new loop works great in the low part of the band, an area we are finally able to DX for the first time since I've been on the air. A local sewer pump had interfered below 900kHz from 1978 until last year. At times this interfered with the new loop on the low end of the band. I'm not counting in my totals, because it's not filtered. It works great in the low part of the band, an area we are finally able to DX for the first time since I've been on the air. A local sewer pump had interfered below 900kHz from 1978 until last year. At times this interfered with the new loop on the low end of the band. I'm not counting in my totals, because it's not filtered. It works great in the low part of the band, an area we are finally able to DX for the first time since I've been on the air. A local sewer pump had interfered below 900kHz from 1978 until last year.

Barry Ox - 1204 Phoenix Street - Santa Monica, CA (213) 452-1116

KQX-1400 is now on 1400 kHz, 1400 kHz, 1400 kHz, 1400 kHz, 1400 kHz.
I've been away from these pages for quite some time now but certainly haven't abandoned the DX hobby. In fact, I'm in it more now than ever before. I started a new company, RADIO PLUS* Electronics, which handles Sony and Panasonic radios, DX accessories, etc. (a stamp will get you a copy of the present and previous issues of the newsletter for free by mail). A new local radio scene, the past several months have seen many changes: The Penascola Black Stn, W2QK (now "The Hot One") moved from 880 to 860, replacing the only country stn at the AM band, WNYT. New stations, KTBA at 890 and the WMQK at 710, have appeared. The only AM station to go silent, and the WMQK at 710, has reappeared. The only AM station to go silent, and the WMQK at 710, has reappeared. The only AM station to go silent, and the WMQK at 710, has reappeared.

The noise level, even during early mornings, at this gym has increased tremendously in the past year, wiping out the weaker stns on the band. It's enough to drive me crazy. At least I'm not alone in this. I have been contacted by a few DXers who have also noticed the increased noise level. I have even received a few complaints from other stations. One station, W2QK, has been reduced to a faint whisper on the airwaves.

I have been contacted by a few DXers who have also noticed the increased noise level. I have even received a few complaints from other stations. One station, W2QK, has been reduced to a faint whisper on the airwaves.

Gerry Thomas - FOB 2336 - Pensacola, FL 32513

I've been away from these pages for quite some time now but certainly haven't abandoned the DX hobby. In fact, I'm in it more now than ever before. I started a new company, RADIO PLUS* Electronics, which handles Sony and Panasonic radios, DX accessories, etc. (a stamp will get you a copy of the present and previous issues of the newsletter for free by mail). A new local radio scene, the past several months have seen many changes: The Penascola Black Stn, W2QK (now "The Hot One") moved from 880 to 860, replacing the only country stn at the AM band, WNYT. New stations, KTBA at 890 and the WMQK at 710, have appeared. The only AM station to go silent, and the WMQK at 710, has reappeared. The only AM station to go silent, and the WMQK at 710, has reappeared.

The noise level, even during early mornings, at this gym has increased tremendously in the past year, wiping out the weaker stns on the band. It's enough to drive me crazy. At least I'm not alone in this. I have been contacted by a few DXers who have also noticed the increased noise level. I have even received a few complaints from other stations. One station, W2QK, has been reduced to a faint whisper on the airwaves. I have been contacted by a few DXers who have also noticed the increased noise level. I have even received a few complaints from other stations. One station, W2QK, has been reduced to a faint whisper on the airwaves. I have been contacted by a few DXers who have also noticed the increased noise level. I have even received a few complaints from other stations. One station, W2QK, has been reduced to a faint whisper on the airwaves. I have been contacted by a few DXers who have also noticed the increased noise level. I have even received a few complaints from other stations. One station, W2QK, has been reduced to a faint whisper on the airwaves. I have been contacted by a few DXers who have also noticed the increased noise level. I have even received a few complaints from other stations. One station, W2QK, has been reduced to a faint whisper on the airwaves.
Greeting, Sid: we've talked a lot of gawd awful. We've talked too much, or not enough, as the case may be. But we certainly have talked about the WFX-WJDL radio station. I've always been interested in radio stations, and I'm especially interested in the WJDL station. I've always liked the idea of having a radio station that is unique and that is dedicated to a specific community. I believe that community radio stations can be an important source of information and entertainment, and I think that the WJDL station is a prime example of this.

I've always been interested in the people who work at WJDL. I've always been impressed by their dedication and their commitment to the station. I've always been interested in the music that they play, and I think that they have a great sense of what constitutes good music. I've always been impressed by the way that they have developed a loyal following of listeners and supporters.

I think that the WJDL station is a great example of what community radio can be. I think that it is a model that other community radio stations can follow. I think that it is a model that other community radio stations should emulate.

I'm interested in the future of the WJDL station. I believe that it has a bright future, and I think that it will continue to be a source of information and entertainment for the people of the community. I believe that it will continue to be a model for other community radio stations, and I think that it will continue to be a source of inspiration for people who are interested in community radio.
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